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Herbicides are a valuable supplement o and
not a replacementfor good rotations, clean
seed, proper seedbed preparation, tillage, and
cropcompetiton. 
HerbicideSuggestions 
Information in this publication is based on
research by the South Dakota Agricultural Ex­
periment Station and other research or observa
tions. Herbicidesare included only after the
chemical is registered by the EnvironmentalPro­
tectionAgency (EPA) as to residue tolerances in 
crops used for food or feed. 
This information provides a summary of her­
bicide uses and does not imply a guarantee. 
Tradenames are used for reader convenienc
and do not imply product endorsement. The
label should be considered the final guide. 
Users are responsible for following label direc­
tions and precautions. 
Weed Problems.Herbicidecontrol is rated 
poor, fair, good, very good, or excellent for each 
weedproblem in each crop. 
SpecialWeedProblems.Onesection lists the 
besttreatment for specific broadleavedweeds. 
Herbicides. Most herbicides are listed by 
tradename xceptwhere the active ingredient is 
available in several products. The common
name (in parentheses) followsthe first listing of 
the trade name. 
Rates. Rates for each treatment and each for-
mulation are stated as the amount of product per 
acre. The amount of active ingredient or acid 
equivalent (act) per acre is stated for each for­
mulationin parentheses. 
Time To Apply. The best time to apply most 
treatments is based on crop and/or weed 
growth stage. Some herbicides are applied 
preemergence(after planting but before weeds 
or crop emerge). Somemust be incorporated. 
Others are applied preplant incorporated (before
planting). 
FOLLOWTHE LABEL 
Federalregulationsmake it unlawful for 
any person to use an herbicide in a man­
nerinconsistent with its labeling. This in­
cludes the kind of crop and weed; rate, 
carrier and other application directions; 
storage, disposal, and protective 
clothing; or other precautions stated. 
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 AbbreviationsUsed 
pt pint 
qt quart 
gal gallon 
fl oz fluid ounce 
oz ounce 
lb pound 
act actualor acid equivalent 
lb/gal pound per gallon active 
df dry flowable (spray) 
gran granule 
wsp watersoluble powder 
wdg water dispersible granule 
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0ATS(notunderseededto legumes) 
MCPAAMINE or MCPA ESTER 
½-1 pt MCPA amine-4 lb/gal or ½-213pt MCPA ester-4 lb/gal(¼-½ or ¼-½ act) 
SOME Applyat 3- to 4-leaf stage of crop. At other growth stages, crop is more tolerant to the treatment han to other treatments. 
BROADLEAVES Crop least tolerant at boot to heading. Weedsmust be small. MCPAis equal to 2,4-0 on wild mustard, lambsquarters,and 
Canadathistle. MCPA is less effective than 2,4-D on larger broadleavedweeds. Poor control of kochia and wild buckwheat. 
Most situations require2h to 1 pt/ A. Do not graze dairy or slaughter animals on treated areas for 2 weeks after treatment. 
2,4-0 AMINE 
½-213pt 2,4-0 amine-3.8 lb/gal(¼-½ act) 
BROADLEAVES Applyat 3- to 4-leaf stage of crop. Donot apply at boot to heading. Less crop tolerance than to M CPA. Oatvarieties vary in 
toleranceto 2,4-0. Very good control of several annual broadleaves. Weak on wild buckwheat and kochia. Use higher rate 
for larger weeds or for perennials, but risk of crop injury increases. Do not graze dairy or slaughter animals on treated areas 
for 2 weeks after application. 
Harvest aid application of 1 lb/A acid equiv may be maderafter the dough stage. Straw should not be used for feed. 
Issu ed in furtheran ce o f Coo perative ExtP.ns1o n work . Ac ts o f May 8 and June 30. 1914. in co operati o n with the USDA . Ri c hard A Battagl ia . Dire c to r o f C ES. SDSU . Br oo king s . 
Ed ucati onal pro gram s and ma t erial s o ffer ed w ith o ut regard to age . rac e. co lo r. religi o n. sex , hand ic ap . o r nati onal o rigin An Equal Opp ortun i ty Em plo yer 
File: 2.4- ES 129-2600 A-109 
OATS(continued) 
BANVEL+ MCPA MINE(DICAMBA+ MCPA) 
1/8-1/4 pt Banvel-4 lb/gal + 112-314pt MCPA-4 lb/gal (1/16-1/8 + 1/4-3/8 act) 
WILD BUCKWHEAT, Tank-mix.Apply at 3- to 4-leaf stage of crop. Do not apply after the 4-leaf stage. Crop tolerance adequate; however growth 
SEVERALANNUAL stagerange is narrow. Applicationsafterrecommendedgrowthstage frequently cause injury. Banvel may be used alone at 
BROADLEAVES ¼ pt/ A; however it is usually used in combination with MC PA. Banvel gives excellent wild buckwheat and good kochia con­
trol. MCPA improves control of wild mustard. Rates of 1 /8 to 1 / 6 pt Banvel plus ½ pt MCPA frequently used for small 
susceptibleweeds and best crop tolerance. Use high Banvel rate for best kochia control. Minimumcarrier is 5 gpa for 
groundand 3 gpa for air. Do not graze or harvest forage for dairy feed prior to milk stage. 
BUCTRILorME4 BROMINAL (BR0MoxvN1L) 
1-1½ pt Buctril-2 lblgal or ½-1 pt ME4 Brominal-4lb/gal(¼-½ act) 
WILD BUCKWHEAT, Applyat 2-leaf to early boot stage of crop. Fair crop tolerance. Risk of leaf burn under hot, humid conditions. Use lower rates 
SUNFLOWER, for maximum crop safety. Rate of 1 ½ pt Buctril or ¾ pt ME4 Brominal suggested for most situations. Primarilywhere wild 
SOMEANNUAL buckwheat is the major problem. Weeds should not be past the 3- to 4-leaf stage for best results. Not effective on peren­
BROADLEAVES nials. Most frequently used with MCPA for broad spectrum weed control. Contact action. Good coverage required. Minimum 
carrieris 10 gpa for ground and 2 gpa for ME4 Brominal or 5 gpa for Buctril with aerial application. Do not graze treated 
areasfor 30 days following application. 
+ MCPA 
BRONATEor3+ 3 BROMINAL 
BUCTRILorME4BROMINAL (BR0MoxvN1L+ MCPA) 
1-1½ pt Buctril-2 /b/gal or½-¾ pt ME4 Brominal-4lblgal + ½-1 pt MCPA-4 lb/gal (114-3/8 + 1/4-1/2 act) 
1-1½ pt Bronate or 213-1pt 3 +3 Brominal(114-112 + 114-318 act) 
WILDBUCKWHEAT, Tank-mix or commercialpremix.Bronatecontains2 lb/gal acid equiv each of bromoxynil and MCPA esterand 3 + 3 Brominal 
SUNFLOWER, contains3 lb/gal acid equiv of each. Apply at the 3- to 4-leaf to early boot stage. Lower rates preferred for best crop safety. 
KOCHIA,SEVERAL Veryimportant o treat weeds when small. Excellent wild buckwheat and good kochia control. Very good control of several 
ANNUALBROADLEAVESother annual broadleaves.Not for perennials. Low rate is for small weeds. Crop safety has been adequate in most tests. Leaf 
burnnoted, especially under hot, humid conditions. Do not apply just before heavy frost. Good coveragerequired.Minimum 
carrieris 10 gpa for ground and 2 gpa for 3 +3 Brominal or 5 gpa for Bronate applied by air. Do not graze treated areas for 30 
daysafter application. 
TORDON22K+ MCPA MINE(PICLORAM+ MCPA) 
1 fl oz Tordon 22K-2lb/gal + ½-¾ pt MCPA amine-4 lb/gal (1 /64 + 1/4-3/8 act) 
WILD BUCKWHEAT, Tank-mix.Apply at 3- to 5-leaf stage of crop when weeds are small. Excellent on wild buckwheat. Also controls some annual 
SOME ANNUAL broad leaves such as mustard and lambsquarters. Poor kochia control. Used primarily where wild buckwheat is the major 
BROADLEAVES problem.Good crop tolerance. Do not plant susceptible broadleavedcropssuch as alfalfa, sunflowers, or soybeansthe 
following year. Minimum carrier is 5 gpa for ground and 1 gpa for air. Consult label for all application directions and restric­
tions. SpecialLocal Needs state registration. RestrictedUse pesticide. Crop use restrictions as for MCPA alone. 
GLEAN(CHLORSULFURON) 
116-112oz Glean 75df (.007-.02 act) 
FOXTAIL, Glean controls several annual weeds and provides extended weed control after harvest. Apply at 2- to 3-leaf stage of crop. 
SEVERAL Weeds should be small and actively growing. Rainfall after application improvesresults. Do not apply before crop 
ANNUAL emergence.Wildmustard, pigweed, and lambsquarters are most susceptible and can be controlled with 1 /6 to 1 /3 oz/.A 
BROADLEAVES product. Russian thistle, wild buckwheat, kochia, and foxtail are more difficult to control and require 1 /3 to 1 /2 oz/A pro­
duct. Add surfactant at 1 to 2 qt/ 100 gallons of solution. Crop tolerance is good. Do not apply if soil pH over 7 .5. Do not ex­
ceed1/3 oz/A product on soil with pH 6.6 to 7.5. Minimum carrier is 3 gpa for ground and 1 gpa for air. 
Treated fields may be planted to wheat, barley, or oats the following year under most situations. Refer to Glean in wheat, 
barleysection for additional precautionsand crop rotation limitations. 
MODOWN(BIFENOX) 
1 ½-2 pt Modown-4 lb/gal (¾-1 act) 
FOXTAIL,FEW Apply at 2- to 4-leaf stage and before weed seedlings emerge. Weeds are controlled as shoot comes in contact with herbicidt:: 
ANNUAL zone during emergence. Doesnot control emerged weeds. Some crop leaf burn may be noted. Good foxtail control. Only op­
BROADLEAVES tion for oats. Also controls wild mustard and pigweed, fair wild buckwheat control in some SDSU tests. Use high rate for 
high weed densities. Minimum carrier is 20 gpa for ground or 10 gpa for air. Do not graze green forage. 
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RYE,WHEAT, BARLEY 
(notunderseededto legumes) 
MCPAAMINEor MCPA ESTER 
SOME 
BROADLEAVES 
½-1 pt MCPA amine-4 lb/gal or ½-1 pt MCPA ester-4 lb/gal(¼-½ act) 
Selective, translocatedherbicides for several annual broadleaves. Appearto be as effectiveas 2,4-D on wild mustard, 
lambsquartersand Canada thistle. Weedsmust be small; early spraying is important. Less effective than 2 ,4-0 on larger 
weeds. Kochiaand wild buckwheat control usually unsatisfactory. Excellent crop tolerance. Less risk of injury than for other 
herbicidesif applied at sensitive crop growth stages. Avoidspraying at boot to heading. Mostsituations require 2h to 1 pt/ A. 
Ester or amineformulationsusually used at the same rate. Esterforms have appeared slightly more effective on more 
species. Apply by air or ground. Do not graze dairy or slaughter animals on treated areas for 2 weeks after treatment. 
WINTERWHEAT, RYE. Applyin the spring after tillering but before early boot. MCPA is not widely used on winter grains 
because other treatments frequently give better control of weed problems. 
HARD RED SPRINGWHEAT, DURUM, BARLEY. Apply from the 5-leaf to early boot stage. Used because of excellent crop 
tolerance at a wide range of stages. Frequentlyused in combinationtreatments. 
2,4-D AMINE or 2,4-D ESTER 
BROADLEAVES 
½-1 pt 2,4-D amine-3.8 lb/gal or ½-1 pt 2,4-D ester-3.8 lb/ga/ or 113-213pt 2,4-D ester-5.7 lblgal (¼-½ act) 
Selective, translocatedherbicidefor several annual and perennial broadleavedweeds. Best choice for field bindweed or 
Canadathistle in many situations. Very good control of several annual broad leaves but less effective for kochia or wild 
buckwheat.Good crop tolerance at proper growth stage. Avoid treating at boot to heading. Better crop tolerance with amine. 
Esterusually used at slightly lower rate than amine. Rates of 1h lb/ A acid equiv ester or ½ lb/ A acid equiv amine have been 
satisfactory for most general broadleaved problems. Rateof ¼ lb/ A acid equiv will control small susceptibleweeds such as 
wild mustard. Use maximum rate for perennials. Some labels allow rates to ¾ lb/ A acid equiv for improved perennial control 
if somecrop injury can be tolerated. Applyby air or ground. Do not graze dairy or slaughter animals on treated areas for 2 
weeksafter application. 
WINTER WHEAT, RYE. Applyin the spring when crop is fully tillered until early boot. Do not apply in the fall. 
HARD RED SPRING WHEAT, DURUM, BARLEY. Apply from the 5-leaf to early boot stage after crop has tillered. Earlier treat­
ment may reduce number of tillers. 
BANVEL+ MCPAor 2.4-D (DICAMBA+ MCPAor2,4-D) 
MONDAK 
118-114pt Banvel-4 lblgal + ½-¾ pt MCPA -4 lb/gal or 2,4-D-3.8 /b gal (1/16-118 + 1/4-318 act) 
0.8 pt MonDak-1 ¼ + 2½ lb/ga/(118 + 114act) 
WILDBUCKWHEAT, Tank-mixor use MonOak commercial premix containing 1¼ lb dicamba + 2½ lb MCPAamine acid equiv per gallon. 
KOCHIA,SEVERAL Excellent broadleaved weed control, including wild buckwheat and kochia. Banvel may be used alone at ¼ 
ANNUALBROADLEAVESpt/ A; however the combination with MCPA or 2,4-D is usually used. MCPA or 2,4-0 in the combination improves control of 
severalother broadleaved weeds. Time of application usually too early for maximum perennial control. Crop growth stage 
critical. Lateapplications may cause serious injury. Lower rates improve crop tolerance and may provide adequate control of 
smallweeds under favorable growing conditions; however lower rates should not be applied beyond recommended growth 
stage. Rateof 1 /6 pt Banvel + ½ pt MCPA or 2 ,4-D amine suggested for most situations. Use lower rates for small suscep­
tible weeds under favorable growing conditions. Use higher Banvel rates for best kochia control. MCPA in the combination 
preferred for best crop safety . .Amineform of MCP.A or 2,4-D oreferred; ester forms not recommended. Minimum carrier is 5 
gpa for ground and 3 gpa for air. Do not graze or harvest forage for dairy feed prior to milk stage or kernel development. 
WINTERWHEAT. .Applyin the spring before jointing stage of crop. Primarily for severe kochia. Wild buckwheat and other 
weeds frequently not emerged at proper time to spray. Not for rye. 
HARD RED SPRINGWHEAT, DURUM. .Apply at the 3- to 4-leaf crop stage. Durum may be slightly less tolerant than hard red 
spring. 
BARLEY. Label suggests 1 /8 to 3/16 pt Banvel plus ½ pt MCPA per acre at the 2- to 3-leaf crop stage. Marginalcrop 
tolerance. .Applicationsin barley frequently result in excessive injury when applied after the 3-leaf stage. Other alternatives 
providegreater crop tolerance if weeds are not emerged or spraying is delayed. 
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WHEAT,RYE,BARLEY(continued) 
BUCTRILorME4BROMINAL(BR0MoxvN1L) 
WILD BUCKWHEAT, 
SUNFLOWER, 
SOME ANNUAL 
BROADLEAVES 
1-2pt Buctril-2 lb/gal or ½-1 pt ME4 Brominal-4lb/gal(¼-½ act) 
Contactherbicidefor several annualbroadleavedweeds.Excellentwild buckwheatcontrol.Usuallyused in combinationwith 
MCPAor 2,4-D to improve controlof several broadleaves. Not effective on perennials. Verygood crop toleranceat a wide 
range of growthstages.Weeds must be small. Rateof 1½ pt Buctril or¾ pt ME4 Brominal peracre suggested for most 
situations.Higher rate for larger weeds.Minimumcarrieris 10 gpa for ground and2 gpa for ME4 Brominal or 5 gpa for Buc­
tril with aerial application. Donot graze treatedareasfor 30 days followingapplication. 
WINTERWHEAT, RYE.Usually applied in spring before crop has reached bootstage. May be appliedin fall for winter 
annuals. Buctril rate is 1 ½ to 2 pt/ A. 
HARDRED SPRING WHEAT, DURUM, BARLEY. Applyat 2-leafto early bootstage of crop. Buctril rateis 1 to 1½ pt/ A. 
BUCTRILorME4BROMINAL+ MCPAor2,4-D (BROMOXYNIL+MCPA or 2,4-D) 
BRONATEor3+ 3 BROMINAL 
1-2pt Buctril-2 lb/gal or 1/z-¾pt ME4 Brominal-4lb/gal + 1/z-1pt MCPA -4 lb/gal or 2.4-D-3.8 lb/gal 
1-2 pt Bronateor 213-1 pt 3+3 Brominal (¼-½ + ¼-½ act) 
WILDBUCKWHEAT, Tank-mix or commercial premix. Bronate contains2 lb/ gal acid equiveach of bromoxynil and MCPA esterand 3 + 3 Brominal 
SUNFLOWER, SEVERALcontains 3 lb/ gal acid equiv of each. Broadspectrum annual broadleaved control. Excellent wild buckwheatandgood kochia 
ANNUALBROADLEAVEScontrol. Not for perennials. Weeds should be in the 1- to 4-leaf stage. Control of large weeds is less satisfactory Very good 
croptolerance at a wide rangeof growth stages. Rate of ¼ (bromoxynil) + ¼ (MCPA or 2.4-0) lb/A acid equiv hasbeen 
satisfactory for small weeds underfavorable growing conditions. Use 3/8 lb/A acid equiv of each for larger weedsor less 
favorable conditions. Usehigh rates of MCPAor 2,4-0 for best perennial weed control. An additional ¼ lb/ A acid equiv
MCPAmaybe added to the rates listedin the combination. MCPApreferred for the tank-mixfor best crop safety or for spray­
ing at earlycrop leaf stages. Ester formulations suggested. Avoid treating prior to heavy frost. Good coverage important. 
Minimumcarrieris 10 gpa for ground and 2 gpa or Brominal or 5 gpa for Bronate applied by air Do not graze treatedareas 
for 30 days after application. 
WINTERWHEAT,RYE. Applyin spring after tilleringto early boot crop stage. Buctrilrate is 1½ to 2 pt/A . 
HARDREDSPRINGWHEAT, DURUM,BARLEY. Apply at the 3-to 4-leaf to early boot crop stage. Buctrilrate is 1 to 1 ½ pt/A . 
BANVEL+ BUCTRILorME4BROMINAL(DICAMBA+ BRoMoxvNtL) 
BANVEL+ BRONATEor3+ 3 BROMINAL (DICAMBA+ BRoMoxvNtL+ MCPA) 
1116-¼pt Banvel-4lb/gal+ 1-1½ pt Buctril-2lb/gal or 1/z-¾pt ME4 Brominal-4lblgal (1/32-1/8 + 1/4-318 act) 
1/8-1/4 pt Banvel + 314-1½ pt Bronateor 2/a-1113pt 3+3 Brominal(1/16-1/8 + 3/16-318 act) 
MOST Tank-mix.Excellentcontrol of kochia, wild buckwheat, andotherannual broadleaves. Adequatecroptoleranceif applied at 
ANNUAL proper stage. Limiteddata.LowerBanvel rate improvescrop tolerance. Maximumof 1 /6 pt Banvel suggestedfor most situa­
BROADLEAVES tions. Rateof 1/16 pt included onthe ME4 Brominalabel. Lower ratesmay provide sufficientactivity;especiallywith the 
higherbromoxynilrateand with the bromoxynil + MCPAcombinations. Usehigherbromoxynil rate for largerweeds. Apply 
as for Buctril or ME4 Brominal alone. 
WINTERWHEAT.Apply in springbefore jointing. Includesall combinations. 
HARD RED SPRINGWHEAT.Applyat the 2- to 4-leaf crop stage. IncludesBanvel+ ME4Brominal or Buctril andBanvel+ 
3+ 3 Brominal. 
TO ROON 22K + MCPAor2,4-D (PICLORAM+ MCPAor 2,4-D) 
WILDBUCKWHEAT, 
SOME ANNUAL 
BROADLEAVES 
1-1½ fl oz Tordon 22K-2lb/gal+ 1/z-¾pt MCPA-4lb/gal or 2,4-0-3.8 /blgal (1/64-1/48 + 114-318act) 
Tank-mix. Selective, translocated herbicidefor annual broadleaves. Usedprimarilywherewild buckwheat is the major prob­
lem. MCPAor 2,4-0 improves controlof other broadleaves. Poorkochia control. .Acceptable crop tolerance .. A.void late 
spraying. Low rates are for small weeds underfavorableconditions. MCP.Aamineor ester or 2,4-0 amine in the tank-mix ap­
pearsto offer better crop tolerancethanwith 2,4-0 ester. Use proportionately less 2,4-0 for 5.7 lb/ gal product. Do not plant 
susceptiblebroadleavedcropssuchas alfalfa, sunflowers, or soybeansthe following year Minimumcarrieris 5 gpa for 
groundor 1 gpa for air. Consultlabel for all applicationdirections and precautions. Special Label Needregistration. 
RestrictedUse pesticide. 
WINTERWHEAT. Apply in spring after tilleringto early boot. Not for rye. 
HARDRED SPRING WHEAT, BARLEY. .Applyat the 3- to 5-leaf crop stage. Not for durum. 
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WHEAT, RYE, BARLEY (continued) 
STAMPEDE+ MCPA ESTER (PROPANIL+ MCPA) 
FOXTAIL, 
SOME ANNUAL 
BROADLEAVES 
3 pt Stampede-3 lb/gal + ½ pt MCPA ester-4 lb/gal (1.1 + ¼ act) 
Tank-mix. Foxtail control has been variable but satisfactory under good growing conditions. Results are poor when plants 
are under drought stress. Do not apply beyond recommended weed stage. Provides good control of pigweed, wild 
buckwheat, and lambsquarters, fair on kochia. Considerablecrop yellowing and leaf burn; however crop usually recovers if 
conditions are favorable. Durum and barley less tolerant than hard red spring wheat. Do not use in fields treated with 
organophosphateinsecticide. Minimum carrier is 10 gpa for ground or 5 gpa tor air. 
HARD RED SPRING WHEAT. Apply 3 pt Stampede + ½ pt MCPA ester per acre when foxtail is at the 2- to 3-leaf stage 
Wheat is usually at the 3- to 5-leaf stage. Stampedealone at 4 pt/ A may be used for foxtail at the 3- to 4-leaf stage Do not 
apply after foxtail is beyond the 4-leaf stage or after crop is beyond the 5-leaf stage. 
DURUM, BARLEY. Apply 3 pt Stampede + ½ pt MCPA ester when foxtail is at the 2- to 3-leaf stage. Durum and barley 
should not be treated after the 4-leaf crop stage. 
TREFLAN(TRIFLURALIN) 
1-1½ pt Treflan-4 lb/gal or 5-7½ lb Treflan 10% gran (½-¾ act) 
FOXTAIL Spring Application After Planting, Shallow Incorporated. Liquid formulation. Incorporate1 to 1 ½ inches deep with two flex­
tine or spike-tooth harrowings. Immediate incorporation preferred but may be delayed up to 24 hours if soil surface is dry 
and there is little wind. Excessive residue should be incorporated before planting. Seed must be planted 2 to 3 inches deep 
so it is below the treated soil layer. Use the low rate on light, low organic matter soil and the high rate on heavy, clay soil. 
The 1 ¼ pt/ A rate has been satisfactory in most SDSU tests. Foxtail control has been very consistent, except with extremely 
dry topsoil. Does not control wild oats. Very good crop tolerance if seed planted below treated soil. Better crop tolerance than 
fall incorporated application. Minimum carrier is 5 gpa. Do not plant oats or sorghum the following year. Preferred applica­
tion method for most situations. 
Fall Applied Prep/ant Incorporated. Granules preferred. Apply after September 1. Crop residues should be worked to a 
manageablel vel before application. Granules may be applied into standing stubble. Incorporate one time within 24 hours. 
The second incorporation should be in the spring before planting. A chisel (three rows of narrow spaced sweeps) set 4 to 5 
inches deep, tandem disk set 3 to 4 inches deep or field cultivator may be used. A disk or field cultivator should be used for 
the second pass. Very consistent foxtail control. Use low rate for light, sandy and medium textured soil, the high rate for 
heavy, clay soil. Crop tolerance may be adequate; however some stand reduction may be noted in certain conditions. Spring 
post-plant application preferred for most situations. Weed control will be more consistent under dry conditions. Application 
directions and precautions ame as for spring application. 
HARD RED SPRING WHEAT, DURUM, BARLEY.Apply in spring after planting and incorporate shallowlyor in the fall pre plant 
incorporated. Not for winter wheat or rye. 
GLEAN+ BANVEL + DICAMBA)(CHLORSULFURON 
GLEAN+ BUCTRIL (CHLoRsuLFuRoNorME4 BROMINAL + eRoMoxvNtL) 
GLEAN+ BRON or3+ 3 BROMINAL + eROMoxvNIL+ MCPA)ATE (CHLoRsuLFuRoN 
FOXTAIL, 
MOST ANNUAL 
BROADLEAVES 
116-1/2 oz Glean-75df + 118-1/4pt Banvel-4lb/gal (.007-.02 + 1116-118 act) 
118-113 oz Glean-75df + ¾-1½ pt Buctril-2 lb/gal or 3/8-1 pt ME4 Brominal-4 lb/gal (.006-.016+3116-1/2 act) 
118-1/3 oz Glean-75df + 3/4-1½ pt Bronate or ½-1 pt 3+3 Brominal(.006-.016 + 3/16-3/8 + 3/16-3/8 lb act) 
Tank-mix. Glean controls several annual broadleaved weeds and provides residual control. Combination pro­with Banvel 
vides additional control of broadleaved weeds, especially if kochia, wild buckwheat, or other emerged weeds are larger than 
desired for control with Glean. Very low rates may not be satisfactory if weeds are large. Do not exceed maximum crop stage 
for Banvel alone. Combinationwith Buctril or ME4 Brominal provides additional control of emerged weeds, including kochia 
and wild buckwheat. Combinationwith Bronate or 3+3 Brominalincludes MCPA ester and bromoxynil. Fits best if emerged 
broad leaves such as lambsquarters or Russian thistle require a translocated herbicide in the combination. 
WINTERWHEAT, HARD RED SPRING WHEAT. Apply postemergence to crop when weeds are less than 2 inches tall. Max­
imum Banvel rate is 3/16 pt for barley. Glean + 3 +3 Brominal is for winter wheat only. 
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WHEAT,RYE,BARLEY(continued) 
MODOWN(BIFENOX) 
FOXTAIL, 
SOMEANNUAL 
BROADLEAVES 
11/z-2pt Modown-4F(¾-1 act) 
Selective,postemergence(crop)herbicide.Controlsweedsas the emergingshootcomesin contact with herbicidezone. 
Doesnotcontrolemergedweeds.Cropleaf burn maybenoted.Goodfoxtailcontrol;alsocontrolsannualbroadleavesuch 
as wild mustardand pigweed. Minimumcarrieris 20 gpa for ground or 10 gpa for air. Do not grazegreenforage.Aopearsto 
havelimitedpotentialwhencomparedto otheroptionsfor thesecrops. 
WHEAT,BARLEY.Applyat the 2- to 4-leafstageof crop but beforeweedsemerge. 
GLEAN(CHLORSULFURON) 
FOXTAILSAND 
SEVERALANNUAL 
BROADLEAVES 
116-1/zoz Glean75%df(.007-.02 act) 
Gleancontrolsseveralannualweedsin wheatand barley. It has residualpropertiesthatextendweedcontrolafterharvestor 
intofallow.Useratesareverylow. Wild mustard,pennycress,pigweed,and lambsquarters aremostsusceptibleand can be 
controlledwith 1 /6 to 1 /3 oz/ A product. Russianthistle,wild buckwheat, kochia,andfoxtailare suppressed andrequire1/3 
to ½ oz/ A product.Fallapplicationgivesmostconsistentresultsontheseweedsin wheat. Earlypostemergencegivesbest 
controlwith springapplication.Wildoat and downybromearenotcontrolled.Weedcontrolhasbeenexcellento very good 
in most situations.Somerainfallsoon after applicationimprovesperformance.Excellentwheattoleranceto spring applica­
tion. Barleyis less tolerantthanwheat.Cropinjury canresultfromtreatmentswhencrop is under stress. Heavyrainfall 
soonafterapplicationmaycausetemporarydiscoloration.SoilpH is also usedto determinerate. 
Soilcarryoverincreasesunderhighsoil pH (over7.0), lowrainfall(under20 inches),coolsoil temperature(under40°F),
andwith high rates.Smallquantitiesof Gleanremainingin the soil can injurecropsotherthanwheat,barley, or oats for 2 
yearsor longer at soil pH 6.5 or lower, and up to 3 yearsor longer for pH 6.6 to 7.5. On soilsoverpH 7.0, a 4-year interval 
maybe required.Theseasonbeforeplantingcropsotherthanwheat,barley,or oats, a test strip of the crop to be planted 
mustbe grown to maturity..An untreated checkstrip, alsoplantedto the testcrop,will improveabilityto evaluate carryover. 
Wheator barleymaybeplantedinto treatedareasaccordingto the followingintervals(givenin months): 
SoilpH Under6.5 Under6.5 6.6-7.5 Over7.5 
RateUsed 
Wheat 
1/6-1 /3 oz 
0 
1 /2 oz 
4 
1 /6-1 /3 oz 
0 DO 
Barley 10 10 16 NOT 
Oats 10 10 10 USE 
Do not applyGleanonsoils with pHover7.5. Do not exceed113oz/A product on soil with pH 6.5 to 7.5. Avoid swathoverlap 
ordrift. Use extra careto cleantank, line, and boomassmallquantitiescaninjuresusceptiblecrops.Flushhosesand boom 
for 10 minutes,then add½ gal chlorine bleachper 100 gallons of water. Flushequipment,operatesprayersystemfor 15 
minutes.Repeathe flush operationanddrain. Removescreensand nozzles.Donot use bleachwith ammonia.Minimum 
carrieris 3 gpa for ground or 1 gpa for air. 
WINTERWHEAT,HARDREDSPRINGWHEAT,DURUM,BARLEY.Postemergenceto Crop. Apply1 /6 to ½ oz/ A whenweeds 
are less than2 inches tall or 2 inches in diameter.Applyaftercropis in the 2- to 3-leafstage,but before boot stage . .A sur­
factantsuch as X-77at 1 qt/100 gallonsof solutionis suggested,especiallyfor foxtail, kochia,andwild buckwheat. Has 
beenthe best programfor weed controlin the crop. Goodcrop tolerance. Thehighrateusuallygivessomeweedcontrolin 
the stubble. 
WINTERWHEAT,HARDREDSPRINGWHEAT,DURUM.Preemergence.Apply1 /6 to 113 oz/A afterplantingbut before crop 
emerges.Rainfallwithin 2 weeks is required. 
HARDREDSPRINGWHEAT,DURUM.FallApplication.Apply 113 oz/A in the fall in stubble or on tilled ground.Tillageafter 
applicationmustbe shallowanduniform. 
WINTERWHEAT,HARDRED SPRING WHEAT,DURUM.SplitTreatment.For soils with lessthan6.5 pH. Plantcropat least 1 
inchdeep.Apply¼ oz/A or lesseach time, preemergence,postemergence,or late postemergence.. Allow 30 days between 
applications.Do not applyafter bootstage.Notwidelyused. 
FALLOW.Referto No-Tillsection. 
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WHEAT,RYE, B.ARLEY (continued) 
FAR-GO(TRIALLATE) 
1-1¼ qt Far-go-4 lb/gal or 12½-15 lb Far-go-10% gran (1-1¼ or 1¼-1½ act) 
WILD OATS Spring Application. Spray formulations preferred. Apply after planting and incorporate immediately into the top 2 inches of 
soil with two harrowings. Application and incorporation may be done before planting for barley. Excessive plant residue 
should be worked into the soil before application Barley is more tolerant than wheat. Use low rate on wheat. Crop seed must 
be planted 2 to 3 inches deep so seed is below layer of treated soil. Wheat seed in treated soil layer will be damaged. Not 
suggested for disk-planted (endgate seeder) wl1eat. May be applied in liquid fertilizer. Minimum carrier is 10 gpa Do not 
graze livestock on treated areas. 
Fall App//catJOn. Granules preferred. Results have been consistent. Rates of granules listed are for fall treatment. Granules 
should be applied within 3 weeks of soil freeze-up. Stubble fields should be worked with a field cultivator or disk before ap­
plication. Incorporate granules into top 2 inches of soil within 48 hours using a field cultivator or other suitable equipment. 
Spring seedbed tillage must be shallow. 
HARD RED SPRING WHEAT. DURUM. BARLEY. Apply in spring or fall as shown above. 
TREFLAN+ FAR-GO(TRIFLURALIN+ TRIALLATE) 
1-1½ pt Treflan-4 lb/gal + 1-1¼ qt Far-go-4 lb/gal(½-¾ + 1-1¼ act) 
FOXTAIL, Tank-mix. Spring applications only. Apply after planting and incorporate as for Far-go alone. Adjust rates for soil type. Con­
WILD OATS sistent control. Rates of 1 pt/ A Treflan + 1 qt/ A Far-go per acre have been satisfactory in most SDSU tests. Maximum Far­
go rate for barley is 1 qt/ A. Refer to application directions and precautions for each product used alone. Do not mix granules 
or liquid for fall application Unless the wild oat problem is very spotty. consider applying Far-go granules in the fall and 
Treflan liquid in the spring after planting if the spring applied tank-mix is not used. 
HARD RED SPRING WHEAT. DURUM. BARLEY. Apply in spring as shown above Not for winter wheat or rye. 
HOELON(DICLOFOP) 
WILD OATS,
FOXTAIL 
2-31/apt Hoelon-3lb/gal (¾-1 ¼ act) 
For postemergence wild oat and foxtail control. Weeds should be in the 1to 3-leaf stage for best results. Control has been 
consistent when applied at the proper weed stage. Do not treat weeds larger than specified for the rate and crop. Use lowest 
rate only for weeds in the 1 to 2-leaf stage and when growing conditions are favorable. The 2213 pt/ A rate is suggested for 
most other situations. Adequate crop tolerance. Wheat is more tolerant than barley. Some crop leaf discoloration occurs 
under stress conditions. Do not tank-mix with herbicides other than those labeled, as weed control may be reduced. Do not 
apply herbicides other than those listed within 5 days of Hoel on application. Minimum carrier is 1O gpa for ground and 5 gpa 
for air. Do not graze or harvest from treated fields. Restricted Use Pesticide. 
 
WINTERWHEAT. Apply in spring. Same as for spring wheat. Not for rye. 
HARD RED SPRING WHEAT, DURUM. Apply when foxtail or wild oats is in the 1- to 4-leaf stage. Use 2 to 2213 pt/A when 
weeds have 1 to 3 leaves. Rates of 2213 to 31/3pt/ A may be used when weeds have 3 to 4 leaves. Do not treat past 4-leaf 
stage of weeds. Crop oil concentrate at ½-1 pt/ A for air or 1-2 pt/ A for ground application may improve grass control under 
drought conditions. Do not use oil additive with Hoel on rates above 2213 pt/ A or with bromoxynil tank-mixes. 
BARLEY.Apply when foxtail and wild oats are in the 1- to 3-leaf stage. Use 2 to 2213 pt/ A. Do not treat past the 3-leaf stage 
of weeds. Do not treat barley under cold or prolonged wet conditions. 
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WHEAT,RYE,BARLEY(continued) 
orME4BROMINALHOELON+ BUCTRIL (0IcL0FoP + BR0MoxvNIL) 
HOELON+ ME4BROMINALorBUCTRIL+ MCPA,0IcL0FoP + BR0MoxvNIL+ MCPAl 
HOELON+ GLEAN(DICLOFOP+ CHLORSULFURON) 
2-3½ pt Hoelon-3E + 1-2 pt Buctril-2lb/gal or ¾-1 pt ME4 Brominal-4lb/gal (¾-1¼ +¼-½act) 
22/a-3113 pt Hoelon-3E+ ½ pt ME4Brominal-4lb/gal or 1 pt Buctril-2 lb/gal + 11/z fl oz MCPA ester-4lb/gal 
(1-1¼+ ¼+.05 lb act) 
2213-3113pt Hoelon-3E + 116-114oz Glean 75df (1-1 ¼ + .007-.01lb act) 
WILDOATS, Tank-mixes.Hoelonprovidesgoodto very good controlof wild oatsand foxtail. Combinationscontrolannualbroadleavesor 
FOXTAIL, provideresidualcontrol.Notfor perennials. Grassesmustbe in properstagefor Hoelonandbroadleavesmustbe small. 
SOMEANNUAL Minimumcarrieris 10 gpa for groundor 5 gpa for air. Donot mix with 2,4-0 or use cropoil additives. Combinationswith 
BROADLEAVES bromoxynilcontrolemergedannualbroadleaves,includingkochiaandwild buckwheat.Combinationwithbromoxynil+ 
MCPAincludesa low rate of MCPAprimarilyfor wild mustardcontrol.Higherratesincreaserisk of antagonisticreactionwith 
Hoelon.Combination providescontrolof several smallemergedannualbroadleavesandgivesresidualcontrolintowithGlean 
the season.Gleanratemaynotprovidecontrolof less susceptible or largeweedsandmaynot give residualcontrolintothe 
fall in no-till situations.HigherGleanratesincreaserisk of antagonisticreactionwith Hoel on. Notesoil and crop rotation 
limitationsfor Gleanalone. 
WINTERWHEAT,HARORED SPRING WHEAT,DURUM.Referto Hoelon alone.Notfor rye. Hoelon+ Gleanfor winter wheat 
only. 
BARLEY.Referto Hoelonalone. Donot exceed 22/3 pt/A Hoelonor use undercold, prolongedwet conditions. Somerisk of 
crop yellowing. 
CARBYNE(BARBAN) 
1-1½ pt Carbyne-2lb/gal (114-3/8 act) 
WILDOATS For postemergence wild oat control. Applywhenwild oatsis in 2-leaf stage.Wildoat control is goodif weed emergenceis 
uniform.Activityis greatest at lowtemperatures.Usehighratefor heavy populationsandwhentemperaturesarehighand 
whensoilmoistureis inadequate.Theadditionof liquidnitrogenfertilizeras part of the carrierwill improvewild oatcontrol 
on soil low in nitrogenorwhenwild oats are understressconditions.Add1 gal liquidnitrogenper acre. Useagitationwhen 
mixing.Croptoleranceis improved if applied whendaytimetemperaturewill exceed60°Fandnot fall below40°Ffor several 
hourseach of the first 3 days.Lightfrost prior toapplicationshouldnotincreasecropinjuryif temperature requirementsare 
met followingapplication.Somedurumvarietiesreportedto be less tolerant: however.LeedsandWellsappearto be as 
tolerantas hard redspringwheat.Use5 to 10 gpa carrierand45psi pressure andhaveboomon ground equipmentrotated 
forwardso sprayhits weedsat a 45° angle.Use3 to 5 gpafor aerial application.Treatedfieldsshouldnot be grazed. 
Rescuealternativesincludea singleapplicationof 2 pt/A if wild oats is in the 2½- to 3½-leafstageora split applicationus­
ing a second 1 pt/ A applied 7 to 14 days after initialtreatment. These arestrictlyrescueprogramsandshouldbeconsidered 
only when croptoleranceis of little concern. 
WINTERWHEAT.Not suggested for springapplicationon overwinteredwild oats. Notfor rye. 
HARDREDSPRINGWHEAT, DURUM, BARLEY.Higherratesuggestedfor semi-dwarf wheatvarieties.Donot use rescue 
treatmentson durum. 
CARBYNE orBUCTRIL+ ME4BROMINAL (BARBAN+BROMoxvN1L) 
CARBYNE (BARBAN+ DIFENZOQUAT)+ AVENGE 
CARBYNE+ GLEAN(BARBAN+ CHLORSULFURON) 
CARBYNE (BARBAN+ OICLOFOP)+ HOELON 
1-1½ pt Carbyne-2lblgal + ½-1 pt ME4Brominal-4lb/gal or 1-2pt Buctril-2lblgal (318 + 114-112act)
1 pt Carbyne-2lb/gal+ 1-2 pt Avenge-2lb/gal (114 + 114-112act)
l-1½ pt Carbyne-2 lb/gal+ 1/6-112 ozGlean-75%df(1/4-3/8 + .007-.02 act)
1-1½ pt Carbyne-2lblgal + 2/J-11h pt Hoelon-3lblgal (114-318+ 114-112act) 
WILDOATS, Tank-mixes.Providesfair to good controlof wild oats. Referto section for eachherbicidealonefor application directions. 
SEVERAL Bromoxynil controlsseveralannualbroadleaves.Mustbeappliedwhenwild oatsare in 2-leafstage. Avengecombination 
ANNUAL combinationcontrolsonlywild oats.Intendedtocontrolwild oat plants at variable growthstages(1 ½-to 5-leaf)andto main­
BROADLEAVES tain crop safetywith reducedratesof each herbicide.LowestAvengeratehas not providedconsistentadequatecontrol. 
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WHEAT, RYE, BARLEY (continued) 
Some indication of improved crop tolerance on wheat. Glean combination controls small annual weeds and gives residual 
control where fallow, wheat, barley, or oats will follow the next season. Must be applied when wild oats are in 2-leaf stage. 
Hoeloncombinationcontrols wild oats. Expect reduced or unsatisfactory foxtail control. Apply at 1 ½- to 4-leaf stage of wild 
oats. Lowest Hoelon rate has not provided adequate control. Hoelon alone provides highest control. 
HARD RED SPRING WHEAT, DURUM. Combinationsof Carbyne with bromoxynil, Avenge, Glean, or Hoelon. Refer to Avenge 
section for variety restrictions. Refer to Glean section for rate and crop rotation guidelines. 
BARLEY. Combinationsof Carbyne with bromoxynil or Avenge, Glean, or Hoe Ion. Refer to Glean and Hoe Ion section for pro­
per rates for barley. 
AVENGE(DIFENZOOUAT) 
2¼-4 pt Avenge-2 lb/gal (213-1 act) 
WILD OATS For postemergence wild oat control. The3 pt/ A is suggested for most light to moderate infestations in wheat. Apply when 
wild oats is in the 3- to 5-leaf stage. Wild oat is most susceptible at the 5-leaf stage. High rate is for early application and for 
high weed densities over 25 plants/ square foot. Best results under good growing conditions. Do not apply when plants are 
wet or under drought stress. Minimum carrier is 5 gpa for ground and 3 gpa for air. Add surfactant for carrier volumes over 
10 gpa. Do not graze or harvest forage from treated fields. 
WINTERWHEAT. Limited data or experience becausewild oat in winter wheat is not a widespread problem. Reports indicate 
adequate crop tolerance. Not for rye. 
HARD RED SPRING WHEAT, DURUM, BARLEY.Use only on Butte, Olaf, Era, Kitt, Fortuna, Solar, Coteau, Walera, Probrand 
711, Marshall, Wheaton, Prob rand 715, Oslo, Pioneer 2369, Pondera, Apex, Buckshot, Genta, Columbus, Courtney,Erik, 
Glenman, Leader, McKay, Newana, Norak, Norana, Prodax, Stoa, Success, Victory. Do not treat unlabeled varietiesas in­
jury can be substantial. Labeledvarietiesappearto have adequate toleranceunder favorable growingconditions. Durum,ex­
cept Vic, Edmore, Lakota, Wacona, Westbred 803, andWakooma,may be treated. Barley is more tolerant han spring 
wheat. 
AVENGE+ MCPA or2,4-D (DIFENZO0UAT+ MCPAor2,4-D) 
AVENGE+ ME4 BROMINAL orBUCTRIL(DtFENzoauAr+ BRoMoxvNtL) 
AVENGE+ 3 + 3 BROMINAL orBRONATE(DtFENzoauAr+ eRoMoxvNtL + MCPA) 
AVENGE+ GLEAN(DIFENZO0UAT+ CHLORSULFURON) 
2½-4 pt Avenge-2 lb/gal + ½-2 pt MCPA-4 lb/gal or ½-1½ pt 2,4-D-4 lb/gal (213-1+ ¼-1 or ¼-¾ act) 
2½-4 pt Avenge-2 lblgal + 1-2 pt Buctril-2 lb/gal or ¾-1 pt ME4 Brominal-4 lb/gal (213-1+ ¼-½ act) 
2½-4 pt Avenge-2 lb/gal+ 1-2 pt Bronate or 213to 11/apt 3+3 Brominal(213-1+ ¼-½ act) 
2½-4 pt Avenge-2 lb/gal + 116-112 oz Glean-75% di (213-1+ .007-.02 act) 
WILD OATS, Tank-mixes. Provides good to very good control of wild oats and several broadleaved weeds. Combinationwith 2,4-D pre­
SEVERAL ferred for perennials. Combinationwith Glean provides control of small annual weeds and residual control where fallow, 
BROADLEAVES wheat, barley or oats will follow the next season. In most situations, Glean may provide better control if applied earlier when 
weeds are smaller. Bromoxynilcombinations . Follow crop use directions and variety primarily for small, annual broadleaves 
restrictions as for Avenge alone. Some combinations have been in only limited SDSU tests, especially at higher rates. Follow 
rate suggestions listed for MCPA, 2 ,4-0, bromoxynil, or Glean alone as some rates listed in the above combinations are 
higher than recommended for safe use. Use minimum of 5 gpa for ground or aerial application of MCPA or 2,4-0 tank-mix. 
Use minimum of 10 gpa for ground or 5 gpa for aerial application of bromoxynil tank-mix. Use minimum of 5 gpa for ground 
or 3 gpa for aerial application of Glean tank-mix. 
WINTERWHEAT. Refer to Avenge section. Not for rye. 
HARD RED SPRING WHEAT, DURUM, BARLEY. Refer to Avenge section and guidelines for each product. Note variety 
restrictions as for Avenge alone. 
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FLAX 
MCPAAMINEor MCPAESTER 
½ pt MCPAamine-4lb/gal or ½ pt MCPAester-4lb/gal(¼ or ¼ act) 
FEW Applywhenflax is 2 to 6 inchestall but before budsform. Treatbeforeweedsare 4 inches tall. Fairto good controlof 
BROADLEAVES mustardand lambsquarters. Pooron kochiaor wild buckwheat. Fair to goodcroptolerance.Bettercroptoleranceand im­
provedweedcontrolwhensprayedearly. Usuallyappliedin combination with Dowpon.Avoidtreatingduringdroughtstress. 
Flax may be underseededto alfalfa. Notlabeledfor preharvest application. 
DOWPON(DALAPON) 
1 lb Dowpon-74 % wsp(¾ act) 
FOXTAIL Applywhenflax is 1 to 6 inchesandfoxtailis less than2 inches tall. Lesscontrolof barnyardgrass. Usuallynot effective on 
wild oats. Treatingearlywhenweedsaresmallgivesbestresultsandreducesrisk of crop injury. Marginalcroptolerance. 
Stunting may occur, especiallyunder dry conditions. Varietaldifferenceshave been observed. but not consistently. 
Minimumcarrieris 5 gpa for groundor air. Donotuse on flax underseededto grasses or legumes. Usuallyapplied in com­
binationwith MCPA. 
DOWPON+ MCPAAMINE(DALAPON+ MCPA) 
1 lb Dowpon-74% wsp + ½ pt MCPAamine-4lb/gal (¾ + ¼ act) 
FOXTAILS, Tank-mix. Applywhenflax is 2 to 6 inches tall. Avoidlatetreatment o reduceinjury. Cropheight of 2 to 4 inches preferred. 
ANNUAL Marginalcrop tolerance, especiallyunderdroughtstress. Reductionof Dowpon rate improves crop safety, but usually 
BROADLEAVES reducesgrassscontrol. Donot use onflax underseeded to alfalfa or grasses. Referto Dowponand MCPAsections above. 
BUCTRILorME4BROMINAL(BROMoxvN1L) 
1-1½ pt Buctril-2lblgal or ½-1 pt ME4 Brominal-4lb/gal (114-318or 114-112act) 
WILDBUCKWHEAT Applywhenflax is 2 to 8 inches tall and weedsarein 2- to 4-leaf stage. Excellentwild buckwheat and good kochia control. I 
, 
SOMEANNUAL wild mustard.Fair to goodcroptolerance. Best crop tolerancewhenflax is small. Donotapply at bud stage or in humid 
BROADLEAVES weatherwhentemperatureis over85°F. Use¼ to 3/ 8 lb/ A acid equivfor most situations. More risk of crop leaf burn with 
higherrate. Notrecommendedin combinationwith otherherbicidesbecauseof crop injury. Minimum carrier is 10 gpa for 
groundand 5 gpa for air. Donot use on flax underseededto alfalfa. 
SUNFLOWER Usedin flax primarilyfor denseinfestationsof theseweeds. Alsocontrolsseveralotherannual broadleaves but is weak on 
TREFLAN(TRIFLURALIN) 
1-2 pt Treflan-4lb/gal or 5-10 lb Treflan-10% gran(½-1 act) 
FOXTAIL Fall applied preplantincorporated.Not approved for spring application. Granulespreferred, especiallywith heavyresidue. 
ApplyafterSeptember1. Crop residueshouldbe worked to a manageablelevelbeforeapplication. Granulesmaybeapplied 
into standing stubble. Incorporateonetimewithin 24 hours. Thesecondincorporationshouldbe in the spring beforeolan­
ting. A tandemdisk or a fieldcultivator(3 to 4 rowsof narrow spacedsweeps)set to cut 3 to 4 inches deepmaybe used. 
Makesecondpassat a right angle.Uselow ratesfor light, sandysoil. Rateof 1 ½ pt or 7½ lb granules suggestedfor most 
soils.Very consistent weedcontrol.Croptoleranceis fair; howeversomethinningmay occur underpoor emergence condi­
tions. Slightreductionsseldomaffectyield. Seedbedshouldbefirm. Delayseedinguntilseedbedwarms. Seedwith a press 
or hoedrill. Seedless than 1 ½ inchesdeep. Minimumcarrier is 5 gpa. ConsultTreflanlabelfor other precautions. 
RAMROD(PROPACHLOR) 
4 qt Ramrod-4lb/gal (4 lb act) 
FOXTAIL Preemergence. Applybeforeweedsemerge. Givesvery goodto excellentcontrolof foxtail. Doesnot controlbroadleaves. 
Rainfallrequired.Croptoleranceis adequate; somestunting at emergencemay be notedunder wet, cold conditions. 
Minimumcarrier is 15 gpa. Not labeledfor flax underseededto alfalfa. 
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FLAX(continued) 
AVADEX(DIALLATE) 
1½ qt Avadex-4 lb/gal (1½ act) 
WILDOATS Applyeither before or after planting. Must be incorporated. Incorporate preplant application immediately into top 2 inches of 
soil with shallow disk or other suitable equipment.Follow with a harrow or leveling device. A second incorporation improves 
uniformity, especiallyunder trashy conditions. Application after planting should be incorporated immediatelywith two har­
rowings.Delayed or improperincorporationreduces control. Excellent crop tolerance. Goodwild oat control. Control is 
reducedby very cool or dry soil conditions. Minimum carrier is 5 to 10 gpa. Flax may be underseeded to alfalfa. 
CARBYNE(BARBAN) 
1-1½ pt Carbyne-2 lb/gal (114-3/B act) 
WILDOATS Apply when wild oat is in 2-leaf stage but before 12-leaf stage of crop. Good wild oat control if emergence is uniform. Ex­
cellentcrop tolerance. Use lower rate under cool, wet conditions. Use 5 to 10 gpa carrier and 45 psi pressure with the boom 
on ground equipment rotated forward so spray hits weeds at 45° angle. Use 3 to 5 gpa carrier for aerial application. Do not 
tank-mixwith other herbicides. Do not use on flax underseeded to alfalfa. Do not graze treated fields until after crop harvest. 
SMALLGRAIN 
(underseededto alfalfa) 
MCPAAMINE 
LAMBSQUARTERSI 
MUSTARD,RAGWEED, 
PIGWEED 
½ pt MCPA amine-4 lb/gal(¼ act) 
Apply when companion crop is in tillered to boot stage and legume seedlings are 2 to 3 inches tall. Not for vetch or clover. 
Emergencytreatmentfor heavy weed growth. Crop and/or weed canopy reduces risk of crop injury. Check product label. 
PROSOMILLET 
2,4-DAMINE 
BROADLEAVES 
½-1 pt 2,4-D amine-3.8 lblgal (¼-½ act) 
Selective, translocatedherbicidefor several annual and perennial broadleaved weeds.Very good control of several annual 
broadleaves;less effective for kochia or wild buckwheat. Good crop toleranceat proper growth stage. Avoid treating at boot 
to heading. Rate of 1 pt has been satisfactory for most general broadleavedproblems.Rate of ½ pt will control small suscep­
tibleweeds such as wild mustard. Use maximum rate (1 ½ pt) for perennials, if some crop injury can be tolerated. Apply by 
air or ground. Do not graze dairy or slaughter animals on treated areas for 2 weeks after application. NOTE: Labeling for 
millet limited to certain products. IR-4 Minor Crop Project. 
MILLET.. Apply from 5-leaf to early boot stage after crop tillering. Earlier treatment may reduce number of tillers. 
AATREX(ATRAZINE) 
SEVERAL 
ANNUAL 
BROADLEAVES, 
SOMEANNUAL 
GRASSES 
1-4 pt AAtrex-4 lb/gal or .6-2½ lb AAtrex-BOW or ½-2¼ lb AAtrex Nine-0-90wdg (½-2 act) 
Excellent control of several annual broadleaves.Poorto fair control of annual grasses. Risk of injury greatest on light, low 
organicmatter soil and under cold, wet conditions. Standsmay be reduced. Use high rate on heavy, clay, high organic mat­
ter soil. 
Minimum carrier is 10 gpa for ground or 2 gpa for air. 
Millet, corn, or sorghum may be planted the following year. Susceptible crops such as soybeans, sunflowers,small grain, 
or grass/legumes shouldnot be planted the following year. Do not graze or feed forage for 21 days after application. 
INCORPORATED. 
cultivatoror shallow disk during final seedbed preparation. Most consistent application method. Reduced rainfall require­
ment for activation. 
SHALLOWPREPL.ANT Apply within 2 weeks of planting and incorporate into top 2 inches of soil with a field 
PREEMERGENCE.Requires¾ to 1 inch of rain within one week of application. Less consistent han preplant. 
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SPECIALWEED PROBLEMS 
VOLUNTEERSUNFLOWERS 
BRONATE All wheat and barley. Excellent, consistent control. Also very good on kochia and wild buckwheat. Very good crop tolerance. 
OR May be applied over wide range of crop growth stages. Good choice when kochia and wild buckwheat are also problems 
3+3 BROMINAL when crop is in the 4-leaf to early boot stage. Good coverage important. Refer to Bronate or 3+3 Brominal section for the 
specific crop. 
BANVEL Durum, hard red spring wheat, and oats. Very good to excellent, consistent control. Short residual control if topsoil is moist. 
+ Also very good on kochia and wild buckwheat. Fair crop tolerance. Better crop tolerance with MCPA than with 2,4-0 in the 
MCPA AMINE combination. Application limited to a narrow range of crop growth stages. Do not apply late. Good choice for early spraying of 
dense stands when kochia and wild buckwheat are also problems in crops at the 3- to 4-leaf stage. Refer to Banvel + MCPA 
section for specific crop. 
MCPA AMINE All wheat, barley, and oats. Good to very good control of small sunflowers. Also controls mustard and lambsquarters but less 
OR effective on many other weeds or large sunflowers. Excellent crop tolerance at a wide range of growth stages. The safest 
ESTER treatment for oats. Use 1 pt/ A for most situations. Ester form preferred. Good choice when kochia or wild buckwheat is not a 
problem and treatment must be made before wheat or barley is tillered or at very late crop growth stages. Also good choice 
for retreating second flush. Refer to MCPA section for specific crop. 
2,4-0 AMINE All wheat, barley, and oats. Amine only on oats. Good to very good control. Good crop tolerance when applied at the 5-leaf to 
OR ESTER early boot stage of wheat or barley or 3- to 4-leaf stage of oats. Use 1 /3 lb/ A acid equiv for ester and 1/2lb/ A acid equiv for 
amine. Ester better on larger sunflowers. Controls several other broadleaves. Good choice for light to moderate infestations 
in fields where other broadleaves are present and spraying is delayed until crop reaches the proper stage. Refer to 2,4-0 
section for specific crop. 
WILD BUCKWHEAT 
TOROON22K Winter wheat, hard red spring wheat, barley, and oats. Refer to Tordon 22K + 2,4-0 or MCPA section for specific crop. 
+ 2,4-0 OR MCPA 
BANVEL All spring wheat and oats. Usually used as a tank-mix with MCPA or 2,4-0 to improve control of other weeds. Use MCPA 
combinationon oats. Refer to specific crop section. 
BUCTRILOR ME4 All wheat, barley, and oats. Usually used in combination with MCPA(Bronate. 3+ 3 Brominal) on all wheat or barley. Refer to 
BROMINAL specific crop section. 
FIELD BINDWEED 
2,4-0 AMINE All wheat, barley, and oats. Amine only on oats. Use maximum rate unless willing to accept risk of crop injury with higher 
OR ESTER rates of 1/2lb/A acid equiv for ester or ¾ lb/A acid equiv for amine. Refer to 2,4-0 section for specific crop. 
CANADATHISTLE 
2,4-0 AMINE OR Same as for field bindweed. 
ESTER 
MCPA AMINE OR Same as for 2,4-0 on field bindweed. Better crop tolerance, especially in oats. Use maximum rates for product. 
ESTER 
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SPECIALWEED PROBLEMS (continued) 
PENNYCRESS,BLUE MUSTARD 
2,4-D ESTER Winter wheat. Apply in spring when weeds are in rosette stage. Most other weeds will not have emerged. Use113 lb/ A acid 
OR AMINE equiv 2,4-0 ester or ½ lb/ A acid equiv for amine. Best results in warm weather. Some risk of crop injury. Refer to 2,4-0 
section for winter wheat. 
BRONATEOR 
3+3 BROMINAL 
GLEAN 
Winter wheat. Apply in spring when weeds are in rosette stage. Most other weeds will not have emerged. Best crop toler­
ance. Best results in warm weather. Refer to Bronate or 3+ 3 Brominal section for winter wheat. 
Wheat, barley, and oats . .Apply early postemergence. Excellent control. Refer to Glean section for wheat. 
NO-TILL SMALL GRAIN 
GLEAN(CHLORSULFURON) 
SOME ANNUAL 
GRASSESAND 
BROADLEAVES 
113-½oz Glean-75%df (.016-.02 act) 
Refer to Glean in wheat and barley section for preemergence or postemergenceapplications made in planted or growing 
crop Glean may also be applied for fallow to be planted to winter wheat, hard red spring wheat, and durum as listed below. 
SPRINGOR SUMMER IN CROP BEFOREFALLOW. .Apply113 to½ oz/A in wheat or barley before boot stage. High rates will 
give some after harvest control into fallow period. 
FALL .AFTER HARVEST. .Apply113 to ½ oz/.A early postemergence in fallow before weeds are over 2 inches tall. 
SPRING. Apply113 to ½ oz/A early postemergence in fallow before weeds are over 2 inches tall. 
NOTEapplication guidelines, planting restrictions, weed species information for Glean in the wheat section of this publica­
tion. 
TREFLAN(TRIFLURALIN) 
FOXTAIL, 
SOMEANNUAL 
BROADLEAVES 
6¼-10 lb Treflan-10% gran (213-1 act) 
Summer fallow to be planted to hard red spring, durum wheat, and barley the following spring. Used for foxtail control dur­
ing the fallow period and some residual control of foxtail in the following crop. Reports indicate very good control. Also gives 
fair control of lambsquarters and pigweed. Cultivation or other herbicides required for escaped broad leaves. Granulesmay 
be applied into standing stubble or to soil that has been tilled. Reduces the total tillage required during fallow. 
Fallow Application. Treflan rate varies according to application date. Rate of Treflan 10% gran for areas receiving greater 
than 10 inches annual rainfall is 10 lb from April 15 to April 30; 10-8¾ lb from May 1 to May 31; 8¾-7½ lb from June 1 to 
June 30; 7½-6¼ lb from July 1 to July 31; and 6¼-5 lb from August 1 to August 31. Use high rate for beginning of each 
time period and the low rate late in the period. Areas receiving less than 1 O inches annual rainfall should reduce the above 
rates by 1 ¼ lb. Incorporate within 24 hours using a tandem disk, field cultivator, or chisel equipped with large sweeps. The 
second incorporation can be completed whenever escaping weeds make it necessary. Crop seed should be planted 2 inches 
deep. 
PARAQUATPLUSorGRAMOXONE(PARAauAT) 
1-4 pt Paraquat Plus or Gramoxone-2 lb/gal (¼-1 lb act) 
NO NS ELECTIVE Paraquat is a nonselectivecontact herbicide that may be applied before planting until just before crop emerges. No soil 
residual. Useful for controlling emerged weeds before planting in no-till or reduced tillage systems. May be used before 
planting barley or wheat. Minimum carrier is 20 gpa for ground or 5 gpa for air. Use 1 pt X-77 spreader per 100 gal of solu­
tion. Follow handling precautions as paraquat is highly toxic. Restricted Use pesticide. 
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ROUNDUP(GLYPHOSATE) 
8-16 fl oz Roundup - 3 lb/gal (3/16-3/8 lb act) 
ROUNDUP+ 2,4-0 
LANDMASTER 
(GLYPHOSATE+ 2,4-0)
12-16 fl oz Roundup - 3 lb/gal + 1 pt 2,4-D amine- 4 lb/gal (114-318+ ½ lb act) 
27-54 fl oz Landmaster (115-318+ 1/3-213lb act) 
ROUNDUP+ BANVEL(GLYPHOSATE+ OICAMBA) 
12-16 fl oz Roundup - 3 lblgal + 1/2 pt Banvel - 4 lb/gal (114-318+ 114lb act) 
LANDMASTER+ BANVEL(GLYPHOSATE+ 2,4-0 + OICAMBA) 
27-54 fl oz Landmaster + ¼-1 pt Banvel-4 lb/gal (115-3/8 + 1/8-112lb act) 
ROUNDUP+ GLEAN (GLYPHOSATE+CHLORSULFURON) 
LANDMASTER + GLEAN(GLYPHOSATE- 2,4-0 + CHLORSULFURON) 
12-16fl oz Roundup-3 lb/gal + 113-112oz Glean 75df(114-3/8 + .015-.02lb act) 
27-54fl oz Landmaster + 113-112ozGlean 75df (115-3/8 + 113-2/3 + .015-.02lb act) 
NONS ELECTIVE Roundupis a nonselective,translocatedherbicidewith no soil residual. Roundupalone or in combination with Banvelor 
2,4-D is useful to controlemergedweeds in no-till or reducedtillage systems. May be applied in stubbleafter harvest, in 
fallow,or prior to planting certaincropsin the spring. Ratesare intended for annual weedsonly. Topgrowth of perennials 
will be controlled with the higher rateslisted.Considerablyhigherratesare required for consistent stand reduction ofperen­
nials. Roundupis effective on annual grasses andvolunteergrain. Banvelor 2,4-Dis for annual broadleaves. 
Lowvolume,low rate program.Rates of 8 to 16 fl oz are intended for low volume application.Labeledcarrier volume is 3 to 
10 gpa tor ground or 3 to 5 gpa for air. The lower volumesare commonly used. Aerial applicationsusing1 to 2 gpa have 
been satisfactory in some situations; howeverdrift control andcoverageof tall or dense weed growthis more difficult.Add 1 
pt surfactant or each 25 gallons of solution. Theadditionof ammonium sulfatehas improved results in severalSDSU tests. 
Add17 lb ammonium sulfate product per100 gallons of solution for a 2% concentration. Weedsshouldbe actively growing 
and not have beencut at harvest. Strawshouldbe removed or have been movedinto the stubbleby rain. Water qualityand 
quantityare factors. Hardwater reduces control,especiallyat high carrier rates.Avoiddrift to adjacentcrops. 
ROUNDUP.rimarilyfor annualgrassesand volunteer grain.Ratevaries according to weed species. Ratesare8 to 16 ti oz 
(½-1 pt) per acre. Use 8 fl oz for foxtail; 12 fl oz tor barnyardgrass, downybromein cultivated fields, and mustard; 
volunteerbarley,rye and wheat;12 ti oztor pennycress, shepherdspurse,lambsquarters,wild oat, pigweed, witchgrass, 
and downy bromein no-till systems.Maximumweedsize varies from 6 to 18 inches.Labeledrates provide consistent 
results.Lower rates havebeen satisfactory for seedling foxtailand seedling wheatunderideal conditions. 
ROUNDUP+ 2,4-0 (LANDMASTER). Forthe tank mix use Roundupat 12 to 16 fl oz (3/4-1 pt) per acre as suggested tor 
Roundupalone. Add 1 pt 2,4-D amineper acre. Landmasteris a commercial premixcontaining1.2 lb glyphosate (Roundup) 
+ 0.9 lb 2,4-D isopropylamineper gallon. Landmasteratesvaryaccordingto weed species.Ratesare 27 to 54 ti oz (1 
2/3-3 3/8 pt) per acre. Use 27 fl oz for green foxtail only;40 ti oz tor other foxtailspecies,witchgrass,downybromein 
cultivatedfields, purslane,lambsquarters,tansymustard,pigweed,Russianthistle,andvolunteerbarley,rye and wheat; 
54 ti oz tor barnyardgrass anddowny brome, or kochia in no-till systems. Theseratesgive consistent results in most situa­
tions; lower ratesare more variable.Add ammonium sulfateit using more than 5 gpa carrier. Avoidtillage tor 1 day after ap­
plication. 
ROUNDUP+ BANVEL.Tank-mix.Banvelimprovescontrolof annual broadleavesuch as kochia and wild buckwheat. 
MinimumlabeledRounduprate is 12 fl oz per acre. Use Roundup at 12 to 16 fl oz (3/4-1 pt) per acre as suggestedfor 
specificweedsfor Roundup alone.Add ¼ to ½ pt Banvel for annuals and ½ to 1 pt per acre for broadleaved perennial 
topgrowthcontrol.The low Banvelrate is adequate for seedling broadleaves,somewhathigherrate is required tor larger
kochia.Allow45 days per pint before planting wheat,barley,or oats if over¼ pt/A Banvelis used. There are no planting 
restrictionstor small grain with rates less than ¼ pt/ A; however a 7 to 10 day interval is recommended to reduce concern 
for residual effectsundercertainconditions. 
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LANDMASTER+ BANVEL.Tank-mix. Banvel improves control of annual broadleavessuchas wild buckwheat or kochia. 
Use Landmaster at rates listed for Landmaster alone. Add¼ to ½ pt Banvel for annuals and ¼ to 1 pt per acre for broad­
leavedperennial topgrowth control. Frequently ¼ pt/ A is sufficient for annual weeds with full Landmaster rates. Allow 45 
days per pint before planting wheat, barley or oats if over ¼ pt/A Banvel is used. Thereare no planting restrictionsforsmall 
grain with rates less than ¼ pt/ A; however a 7 to 10 day interval is recommended to reduce concern for residual effects 
undercertain conditions. 
ROUNDUPor LANDMASTER+ GLEAN. Tank-mix. Providesresidual control of foxtail and several annual broadleaves in 
fallow or after crop harvest. Controlsemergedweeds in systems using Glean. Mostuseful in fallow prior to planting wheat. 
Refer to section for Roundup or Landmaster or Glean alone for applicationdirectionsand crop rotation guidelines. 
HERBICIDECOST 
The table below gives the cost per acre for 
several herbicide treatments, based on 
averageprices for the previous season or 
current season price information available. 
Costfor low and high rates are listed. Prices 
vary according to location and quantity. Con­
sult your local dealer for actual prices. 
AMT OF HERBICIDE 
HERBICIDE PRODUCT/A COST/A 
MCPAamine ½-1 pt $ .70- 1.40 
MCPAester ½-1 pt 1.00- 2.00 
2,4-0 amine 
(3.8 lb) ½-1 pt .50- 1.00 
2,4-0 ester 
(3.8 lb) ½-1 pt .60- 1.25 
Banvel+ M CPA 1/ 8-¼ pt+½ -¾ pt 1.50- 2.95 
Banvel+ 2,4-0 1/8-¼ pt+ ½-¾ pt 1.30- 2.35 
Buctril 1½-2 pt 7.50-10.00 
ME4 Brominal ½-1 pt 4.90- 9.80 
Bronate 1-2 pt 5.55-11.15 
3+3 Brominal 2/3-11/3 pt 5.60-11.15 
Tordon+ M CPA 1-1 ½ oz + ½ -¾ pt 1.35- 2.30 
Tordon+2,4-0 1-1½ oz+ ½-¾ pt 1.15- 1.70 
Stampede+ 
MCPA 3 pt+½ pt 7.75 
Treflan (4 lb) 1-1½ pt 3.15- 4.75 
Treflan 10G 5-7½ lb 3.75- 5.65 
Glean 1/ 6-½ oz 2.70- 8.00 
Modown 1½-2 pt 4.15- 5.50 
Far-go (4 lb) 1-1lf◄ qt 8.95-11.15 
Far-go 10G 12½-15 lb 10.65-12. 75 
Hoelon 2-31/3pt 11.30-18.85 
Carbyne 1-1½ pt 4.15- 6.25 
Avenge 2½-4 pt 12.00-19.25 
Dowpon 1 lb 1.80 
Ramrod 4 qt 16.00 
Avadex 1½ qt 12.40 
Paraquat, 
Gramoxone 1-4 pt 5.90-23.50 
Roundup ¼-1 pt 2.65-10.65 
